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Probabilistic modules: an interface for stochastic
computations with auxiliary random choices

Using subjective divergence to measure the error of
approximate inference samplers

An existing interface for stochastic computations that enables estimation of
KL divergences, but requires a log-density:

Given:

(1) posterior
with unnormalized density
(2) inference sampler
with output and auxiliary random choices
(3) regeneration sampler
proposing auxiliary choices
for
(4) reference sampler

The subjective divergence estimate is:

The new probabilistic modules interface, a generalization for stochastic
computations with uncollapsed auxiliary random choices :
Subjective divergence upper bounds the error of the sampler as quantified by KL
divergence, subject to assumptions about the accuracy of the reference sampler:

Implementing this interface enables estimation of upper bounds on KL
divergences associated with the computation’s distribution on outputs

Implementing the probabilistic modules interface for the
generic SMC samplers of Del Moral et al., 2006

The reliability of subjective divergence can degrade gracefully with use of an
approximate reference sampler :
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Illustrations on Bayesian linear regression and DP mixture

Estimating subjective divergence for approximate inference
samplers that implement the probabilistic modules interface

Estimated lower bounds on ELBO, and upper bounds on KL divergence to the posterior for SMC samplers
applied to Bayesian linear regression (left) and Dirichlet process mixture modeling (right). SMC samplers
use MCMC kernels, and are parameterized by number of particles (N, color), and number of applications
of MCMC kernels between observations (different estimates in the same color). On left, an exact posterior
reference sampler was used; on right, an approximate reference sampler was used. IMH=independent
Metropolis-Hastings (MH) rejuvenation kernels; RW=random-walk MH kernels. Also on left: ELBO and
divergence for BBVI-1 and BBVI-2, two black box variational samplers using different variational families.

The accuracy of regenerate determines the bound gap
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For AIS Markov chains with converged detailed-balance kernels the gap is
the sum of KL-divergences between consecutive target distributions
For non-sequential MCMC, the generic
regenerator is inaccurate, and the bound is
trivial. The bound can be tightened using
multiple regeneration samples.
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